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Abstract

It is well recognized that stressful experiences promote robust emotional memories, which are well remembered. The amygdaloid complex, principally the basolateral complex (BLA), plays a pivotal role in fear memory and in the modulation of stress-induced emotional responses. A large number of reports have revealed that GABAergic interneurons provide a powerful inhibitory control of the activity of projecting glutamatergic neurons in the BLA. Indeed, a reduced GABAergic control in the BLA is essential for the stress-induced influence on the emergence of associative fear memory and on the generation of long-term potentiation (LTP) in BLA neurons. The extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) subfamily of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway in the BLA plays a central role in the consolidation process and synaptic plasticity. In support of the view that stress facilitates long-term fear memory, stressed animals exhibited a phospho-ERK2 (pERK2) increase in the BLA, suggesting the involvement of this mechanism in the promoting influence of threatening stimuli on the consolidation fear memory. Moreover, the occurrence of reactivation-induced lability is prevented when fear memory is encoded under intense stressful conditions since the memory trace remains immune to disruption after recall in previously stressed animals. Thus, the underlying mechanism in retrieval-induced instability seems not to be functional in memories formed under stress. All these findings are indicative that stress influences both the consolidation and reconsolidation fear memory processes. Thus, it seems reasonable to propose that the emotional state generated by an environmental challenge critically modulates the formation and maintenance of long-term fear memory.
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Introduction

There is a broad consensus that memories of emotionally arousing events are robust and long lasting (1). In addition, there are several studies showing that stressful experiences enhance memory formation (2-4). Such a facilitating influence is highly adaptive since it is extremely relevant for the animal's survival to store vital information, which enables it to detect, anticipate and avoid potential dangerous stimuli in future encounters. In addition, contributions to the effect of stress on fear memory are central to elucidating the consequence of stress for brain function. A greater understanding of the mechanisms involved in the effects of stress on cognitive processes can have potential implications in terms of the prevention and treatment of mental disorders, since excessive and inappropriate fear due to memories from traumatic events is a hallmark symptom of several anxiety-related disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder, phobia and panic disorder (5).

Involvement of the amygdaloid complex in both stress reaction and formation of fear memory

A growing number of reports have focused on identifying the brain circuitry and the neurobiological mechanisms that underlie the promoting influence of threatening experiences on the emergence of aversive motivated memories (6). An important aspect to note is that the amygdaloid nuclei implicated in fear memory formation are also involved in stress-induced anxiety and fear reactions, further supporting that these processes are interrelated and can influence each other.

The amygdala or the amygdaloid complex is a hetero-
geneous collection of nuclei located in the medial temporal lobe rostral to the hippocampus formation. These groups of nuclei have been divided into two broad compartments: the centrocortico medial area and the region classically known as the basolateral complex (BLA) consisting of the lateral, basolateral and basomedial nuclei (7). The two regions are distinguished on the basis of histological criteria, neurochemical components and neuroanatomical connections to other regions (inputs and outputs). The BLA integrates sensory information from cortical and subcortical projections, is centrally involved in emotional processing and generates the appropriate emotional reaction to environmental threats (7). Thus, this brain region plays an essential role in the processing of emotions (6,8). The central nucleus (CeA) is considered to be a relevant output region to the brainstem for the selective expression of innate and associated emotional reactions (9). Finally, the flow of information from the BLA to the CeA is largely unidirectional and gated in part by inhibitory intercalated neurons. The majority of the inputs to the amygdala are excitatory projections that use glutamate as a neurotransmitter (6,7). They form synaptic connections on dendrites from other excitatory projecting neurons that transmit information to other regions of the amygdala and outside the amygdala. Importantly, it is well recognized that GABAergic interneurons are responsible for controlling the activity of projecting glutamatergic cells through feedforward and feedback inhibition (10,11), providing a powerful inhibitory control of the activity of these projecting neurons in the BLA (12,13). In fact, the low neuronal firing recorded in BLA neurons is caused by this inhibitory modulation (13).

A large number of reports have emphasized that the GABAergic system in the amygdaloid complex is a key component in the modulation of emotional reactions to stressful stimuli. For instance, it has been demonstrated that stress exposure resulted in a decreased chloride uptake mediated by GABA(A) sites in this brain region (14,15), as well as a reduced benzodiazepine binding, and the expression of α-1 GABA(A) receptor mRNA in the BLA (16). Findings from our laboratory have revealed that a single restraint experience elicited BLA neuron hyperexcitability, which resulted from the reduction of recurrent GABAergic inhibition (17). This view was further supported by pharmacological evidence, since intra-BLA infusion of midazolam (MDZ), a positive modulator of GABA(A) sites, prevented the enhanced emotional reactions exhibited by stressed animals (18,19). Moreover, blockade of GABA(A) receptors in the BLA, but not in the adjacent CeA, elicited an emotional response similar to that induced by stress (18). Overall, these findings suggest that stress, by reducing this inhibitory GABAergic control, would result in an unmasked activation of projecting neurons of the BLA, generating robust emotional reactions, such as excessive fear and anxiety, which have been consistently reported in animals subjected to a variety of stressful stimuli (18-20).

The BLA plays a pivotal role in the facilitating influence of stress on the consolidation of emotional memories, including fear memory (see Ref. 1). It is widely accepted that the convergence of the conditioned stimulus (CS), such as a neutral context, tone or light, and the unconditioned stimulus (US), such as an electric footshock, in a classic Pavlovian paradigm of fear occurs in the BLA, leading to synaptic plasticity (6,21-23). The functional link between the generation of long-term potentiation (LTP), a cellular model of synaptic plasticity, in the BLA and the induction of fear conditioning is sustained by a considerable number of reports (18,23-25). Besides, GABAergic inhibitory control seems to play a major role in memory consolidation (12,26,27) and fear conditioning leads to reduced GABAergic neurotransmission in the BLA (28,29). Importantly, the stress-induced promoting influence on the emergence of associative fear memory coincided with GABAergic disinhibition, which facilitated the generation of LTP in BLA neurons (18). Furthermore, stimulating GABA(A) sites with MDZ attenuated both the facilitating influence of stress on fear memory and synaptic excitability in the BLA (18). Collectively, these data support the view that GABAergic disinhibition in the BLA triggers hyperexcitability and enhanced neuroplasticity in BLA neurons (18). Such a mechanism is relevant because it is widely accepted that increased glutamatergic signaling in the BLA is essential for fear memory consolidation. In fact, it is well accepted that NMDA-dependent plasticity processes are crucially implicated in fear conditioning (30). Accordingly, pharmacological manipulation with NMDA antagonists interferes with fear learning (31-33). In summary, BLA can be an essential locus for the GABAergic modulation of stress-induced emotional reactions. Thus, the release of inhibition of the GABAergic inhibitory control of the BLA elicited by exposure to stress could be a critical neurobiological event that promotes the association of the CS and the US during fear conditioning and the emergence of neural plasticity in BLA neurons. Along this line of reasoning, GABAergic neurotransmission in the BLA, regulating BLA glutamatergic activity, would serve as a dynamic gating mechanism, adjusting fear memory encoding according to the emotional state at the moment of the fear learning process.

In addition, extensive evidence indicates that a noradrenergic mechanism in the BLA is also involved in the facilitating influence of stress and stress hormones on the consolidation of aversive motivated memory (1). Activation of β and α-1 adrenoceptors in the BLA enhances memory consolidation (34) and a β-adrenoceptor antagonist in the BLA impaired norepinephrine-induced activation of memory (35). In addition, glucocorticoids, stress-related hormones, also enhanced the emergence of aversive motivated memories (36). Moreover, a noradrenergic mechanism in the BLA plays a relevant role in the modulatory effect of stress hormones (1). Consonant with all these findings, it was shown that β-adrenoceptor activation increased LTP.
of cortical afferents to pyramidal neurons from the lateral nucleus (37). Interestingly, stress impaired the facilitating effect of norepinephrine on GABAergic inhibition in the BLA (38) and norepinephrine suppressed the GABAergic inhibitory action on neurons from the BLA, allowing the generation of LTP in thalamus-amygdala synapses (39). Hence, stress-induced activation of noradrenergic mechanisms in the BLA can result, at least in part, from a reduced GABAergic control in this brain area.

**Effect of stress on fear memory consolidation**

Despite compelling evidence supporting the promoting influence of stress on memory consolidation at the behavioral, electrophysiological and pharmacological levels in the BLA, the molecular mechanism involved in such facilitating influence on fear memory consolidation is not entirely clear. The memory consolidation hypothesis states that the acquisition of new information requires a time-dependent stabilization process for the permanent storage of such information (40). During this period the trace is vulnerable to disruption by diverse amnesic agents, including protein synthesis inhibitors, indicating at this point that the memory trace is in a labile state (40,41). However, once the memory trace is immune to interference it is considered stable and, by definition, consolidated (40,42). The process of synaptic consolidation requires de novo protein synthesis and the activation of a successive cascade of molecular events and of numerous signaling systems, which are crucial for the stabilization of the cellular and molecular changes elicited by the acquisition process (42,43). One of the classic tenets of this view is that they lead to changes in synaptic efficacy. Fear learning induces changes in protein phosphorylation and gene expression in BLA neurons, which are essential components of this cascade during fear memory consolidation. Among these molecular events, the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) subfamily of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway in several brain areas, including the BLA, plays a pivotal role in the consolidation process and synaptic plasticity (43-45). A recent study using contextual fear conditioning, evaluated ERK signaling in the BLA following a weak fear training protocol in animals previously subjected to a threatening experience. As expected, stress increased fear retention and activated the ERK pathway in the BLA, whereas systemic administration of MDZ, a positive modulator of GABA(A) sites, attenuated both enhanced fear retention and the increased expression of phospho-ERK (p-ERK) in the BLA (46). The fact that stress elicited an increase expression of pERK in the BLA following fear acquisition is consistent with the view that such threatening stimulus facilitated fear memory consolidation. Importantly, an elevated pERK level was already evident at the time of learning as a consequence of the stress experience. Based on these findings, the authors suggested that stress-induced activation of pERK in the BLA might have facilitated the further enhancement of pERK by the acquisition procedure and the learning-induced intracellular cascade, strengthening the consolidation process involved in the robust fear memory observed in stressed animals (46). Thus, molecular changes such as the activation of the ERK signaling pathway elicited by stress that persists at least one day may underlie the enhanced association of the CS with the US.

**Effect of stress on fear memory reconsolidation**

According to the consolidation hypothesis, once the memory trace is consolidated, the trace should be fully stabilized and immune to interference. However, a series of studies using diverse aversive and appetitive tasks such as Pavlovian fear conditioning and drug-related memories revealed that the recall of a memory already consolidated rendered such trace susceptible to disruption (47-49). Consonant with such view, this process has been noted in different species and types of memory (49,50), including procedural and declarative memories in humans (51,52). If the memory was not recalled, the trace remained immune to disruption, thus demonstrating that reactivation of the trace converts such consolidated memory to a phase of fragility. After this post-retrieval phase of instability, memories undergo a period of restabilization dependent on new protein synthesis usually referred to as reconsolidation (47,53-56). Furthermore, this process was suggested to play a central role in updating the original memory with novel information or to strengthen the original trace (57,58). It should be noted, however, that there are boundary conditions that limit the emergence of both the labile phase and the restabilization process (55,57). One such condition is memory age; indeed, as memory ages it is more difficult to change the memory trace and to induce post-retrieval instability (59-62). Interestingly, and as previously noted for consolidated memories, the GABAergic system also participates in the modulation of memory reconsolidation. For instance, activation of GABA(A) sites by benzodiazepine ligands interfered with fear memory reconsolidation (50,62,63). Therefore, a relevant question is how does stress administered prior to fear learning affect the emergence of retrieval-induced lability and the subsequent restabilization process in recent and remote fear memories. That is, how vulnerable to MDZ a fear memory trace would be when reactivated after different times in stressed subjects. The experiments performed to address this question revealed that MDZ did not influence fear memory reconsolidation in older memories of stressed animals, even after the administration of the higher MDZ dose (64). In contrast, MDZ disrupted memory reconsolidation at all memory ages in unstressed subjects (64). Thus, these data suggest that the
occurrence of reactivation-induced lability is prevented when fear memory is encoded under intense stressful conditions. Interestingly, differential effects of MDZ on moderate and intense conditioned aversive states have been described using other experimental paradigms. For instance, Santos et al. (65) reported that fear-potentiated startle and conditioned freezing induced by moderate fear training were both attenuated by MDZ before testing. This drug was also effective in reducing the high levels of freezing associated with strong conditioning, but did not affect strong footshock-induced fear-potentiated startle (65). Therefore, it seems valid to propose that the attenuating effect of MDZ on aversive memory depends on the memory strength and on the particular protocol used to evaluate such cognitive processes. Besides, the influence of MDZ is also crucially dependent on the timing of drug administration with respect to memory reactivation, a factor that should be considered when evaluating the net effect of this benzodiazepine on aversive memories.

It has been reported that blockade of amygdaloid NMDA sites prior to reactivation causes trace memories to become immune to interference (66), therefore activating NMDA sites before reactivation would be effective in inducing instability after retrieval. Bustos et al. (64) used D-cycloserine (DCS), an allosteric modulator of the NMDA receptor that promotes agonist binding and enhances NMDA receptor function (67), before reactivation to test if such procedure would facilitate vulnerability to MDZ in resistant memories such as those formed in stressed rats. Coincidentally, DCS before reactivation promoted retrieval-induced instability in resistant fear memories since memory reconsolidation was vulnerable to MDZ disruption in DCS-treated animals that were previously exposed to stress (64). Taken together, these lines of evidence indicate that the underlying mechanism in retrieval-induced instability seems not to be functional in memories formed under stress. Thus, the passage of time together with prior stressful experiences can significantly affect both retrieval-induced lability and the dynamic property of the memory trace, making such trace immune to memory reconsolidation disruption. This view opens the possibility that fear memories formed under a negative emotional state, such as that elicited by intense stress exposure, might lose flexibility and in turn remain unchanged even after retrieval, promoting the emergence of a traumatic memory.

The present review highlights the modulatory role of the inhibitory GABAergic system in a particular subarea of the amygdaloid complex in the stress influence on fear memory formation. Taken together, the findings described in this review support the view that a reduced GABAergic control in the BLA is essential for the stress-induced promoting influence on the emergence of associative fear memory and on the generation of LTP in BLA neurons. The mechanisms involved in the stress-induced effects on the BLA are indicated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the mechanisms implicated in the influence of stress on fear memory formation in the basolateral complex (BLA). The convergence of the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the unconditioned stimulus (US) on projection neurons (PN) promotes the occurrence of neuroplasticity such as long-term potentiation (LTP). Stress exposure reduced the inhibitory control of GABAergic interneurons (IN) resulting in an increased excitability of PN, facilitating the onset of LTP and activating the downstream extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) pathway with the concomitant enhancement of phospho-ERK (pERK), a critical step for fear memory consolidation. The BLA output to the central nucleus (CeA) carries increased excitability, which, in turn, will activate target brain structures involved in fear responses, facilitating the expression and the emergence of fear memory.](image-url)
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